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Abstract. In this paper, we highlight what is missing in the approach
to architecting and developing AI models that would mean performance
is translated into effective hybrid systems. We conclude people, place
and purpose should drive new architectures that support rich interaction
through tractable representations that will underpin success.
We call for the data-driven ML community to embrace the consideration
of tractable representations in the architecture of algorithms and place
a responsibility on HCI researchers to unwrap and expose the significant
factors in the design space that are critical for successful hybrid decision-
making in the real world.
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1 How do the human and the computer cross the road?

From computer science immemorial, research has looked at how humans and
computers work together, although often assuming that the interaction between
the two is unproblematic, out of scope or non-existent. A range of terminologies
have described the space over recent decades. Symbiosis highlights integration
and synergy between humans and machines. Mixed-initiative emphasises the dis-
tribution of agency between humans and machines. Cooperation infers mutual
benefit, despite distinct goals. Whereas collaboration emphasizes a commonal-
ity of goals implying coordinated effort. And hybrid suggests the synthesis of
processes rather than of results.

The sharpest growth in literature, if we exclude robotics, has been in the
last two of these terms as can be seen in Figure 1. We used Semantic Scholar,
focusing on papers related to HCI and noted the apparent coincidence of counts
for two key terms collaboration and hybrid. Having re-checked the counts, we felt
that the parallel rise in appearance of these terms, was owing to their increasing
use as synonyms in that particular space. We infer that these terms describe
different aspects of a single approach that sees humans working with computers
that are expected to share goals and are capable of a blended route to task
completion. Of particular interest is the task of decision-making. In this paper,
we use hybrid decision-making to mean an approach that aims to blend human
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Fig. 1. Trends in terminology

and machine decision processes in pursuit of a shared decision-making goal. And,
we deliberately deconstruct two critical strands of human-machine history. First,
the deepening insight that machine agents bring to the joint effort. Second, the
development of mutually tractable forms of representation that allow each type
of agent to make use of the other’s insight.

1.1 Deepening algorithmic insight

Algorithmic insight starts with expert systems, developed in the 1970s [10], that
codified expert knowledge. A non-expert human user was relegated to feeding
the oracle with clues by providing answers to successive questions enabling the
system to crank out a synthesised expert opinion. New techniques [22] led to sig-
nificant growth in Machine Learning (ML) approaches, such as random forests
[8], Support-vector machines [2], and neural networks [14,1], which became dom-
inant over codified expert knowledge and opened up new possibilities for human-
computer interactions during the 1990s.

A debate ensued about whether to allow automated systems to share the
initiative in these interactions [9]. Should humans call up computational power
at each step? Should automation take over every task it could, without waiting
for an invitation? The case was made for mixed-initiative systems. Blending the
two capabilities instead of placing the entire burden on one or the other. Alas,
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the growing capability of machines to generate insight was not accompanied
by increased human options for collaboration with them. In fact, in computa-
tional intelligence’s most celebrated achievement of the 1990s, the victory of a
sophisticated and powerful expert system over chess champion Gary Kasparov
[25], there was no collaboration. The needle had shifted and the machine was
working alone.

From the 2000s, public competitions, large labelled datasets and increasingly
available easy-to-use libraries, expand the user-base of experimental ML ever
wider. Humans are back in the loop, although they are once again in service of
the algorithm - laboriously labelling data. To date, the deepest demonstrations
of algorithmic insight come with the advent of deep learning techniques in the
2010s, starting with computer vision [7], and leading to an explosion of work on
natural language processing using a range of advanced techniques, for example,
vector representations [18] and attention architectures [24]. Once again we see
machines pitted against humans, with seminal results achieved by AlphaGo and
its successors, demonstrating the capability and benefit of ML [23,13]. The 2020s
see language models develop significant capabilities [11].

These advances stimulate a huge public interest in the potential of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to change society in previously unexpected ways [17]. But we
note that these advancements have not themselves brought computers any closer
to complementarity [12]. What we call for is an ML development approach that
consistently and proactively foregrounds the human operational task and makes
hybridity a design feature to leverage ever deeper machine insights.

1.2 Mutually tractable representations

In the 1960s Licklider’s aspiration of interaction using symbolic, pictorial, speech
and handwriting representations [15] was limited by hardware and its interoper-
ability. While we had moved on from teleprinters and paper tape, we had reached
as far as the command line interface. By the 1970s, we already had miniaturisa-
tion, high-level languages, the mouse, the joystick and a form of graphical user
interface. But the process of blending human insight with that of a machine had
yet to progress, since the user needed to become an expert. In the 1980’s, clones
of the IBM PC and the arrival of the Apple Mac helped accelerate the social
factors promoting greater usability. Graphical user interfaces became ubiquitous,
along with interactive menus and dialogues. In the 2000s interaction design grew
in sophistication with touch-screens, advanced graphics and browser technology
alongside conversational user interfaces.

All these technologies gave rise to ever richer and more tractable representa-
tions. Their potential for enabling humans and computers to express and ingest
their distinct insights into a problem is enormous. The most obvious expression
of mutually tractable representations is visual analytics, permitting two-way
communication of insight between humans and computers. But we have yet to
see a more generalised adoption of interaction as a means for each type of agent
to contribute what they know in the pursuit of blended decision-making. One
action in this space is to evolve interactive transparency of advanced models for
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the benefit of the user. Another is to look in the other direction and explore how
to get the computer to better interpret human intent.

2 They carefully look both ways...

There is an expanding range of new opportunities in hybrid work as a result
of these developments. Machines can increasingly originate and rapidly harness
more rich, relevant and complex information in the way of decision-making power
(deeper insight). At the same time, a computer’s capacity to share and dialogue
complex results and relationships (tractable representation) is greater than ever
before. Despite this, there is little that blends the strengths of humans and
computers in a true hybrid decision-making process.

Our collective contribution to tackling this problem can be cultivated if we
focus on anticipating real contexts of use. When we think of algorithmic perfor-
mance, we tend to settle on conventional metrics and develop model designs to
optimise performance. When we think of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
contributions, we think of issues like trust, bias, fairness, privacy, ethics, ubiq-
uity, usability and affect. Each of these perspectives is critically important for
realising the benefits of AI - but they are insufficient. What’s missing is an
approach to architecting and developing AI models that anticipate
and take account of how user-centered they will need to be in deploy-
ment for their performance to be translated into real benefit in hybrid
systems. This missing area of work requires us to find ways to translate com-
plex decision-making into complex interactive representations for the combined
contribution to be maximised.

There are signs that researchers have started to address this gap. Cabitza
and Natali [4] anticipate and take account of user-centeredness in deployment. In
another contribution, Cabitza et al take pains to consider specifics of how human-
machine working is achieved [3]. Cai et al [5] clearly demonstrate interactivity
that provides a window onto machine insight, enabling users to see strengths
and weaknesses in their algorithmic tools. Andrew Ng has made an emphatic
point of the need to squeeze out real benefit, "our job isn’t only to achieve high
average test accuracy - our job is to solve the problem at hand" [19]

This year, Inkpen et al [12] call attention to the need to tune algorithmic
outputs to the situated use they are intended to support in a process of advancing
‘complimentarity’. Zajac et al [26] make an evaluation of ‘AI in the wild’ and
conclude that more work should be put into anticipating both the technical
and social challenges that operational use inevitably throws up. This approach
is exemplified by Sendak et al [21], who start their algorithmic development
process by considering what the end-users can realistically make use of and
focus on ensuring situated processes allow that machine insight to be leveraged.
These contributions show that we are not the first to make the case for co-
design, interaction, insight convergence or iterative, situated evaluation. Our
provocation aims to ground and amplify the call - to place the exploration of
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hybridity in decision-making at the forefront of research efforts, and have both
algorithmic development and interaction design serve this end.

The latest technology to create widespread excitement illustrates the need
for our call to action. Chat GPT is an example of complex algorithm design and
success in terms of providing a tractable representation for humans. However,
due to its infancy, it has limitations in representing back to the computer what
the user’s intentions are. As humans, we are left repeatedly trying distinct in-
puts in the hope of prompting an improved output. Our expectation is that the
experience of using technologies like chat-GPT will be transformed so that users
are not required to craft the perfect input by trial and error to get what they
want out. While that evolutionary need is obvious, and the design work is likely
to take place, we have to think analogously about all interaction modalities,
how they relate to the situated task we aim to enhance and how they can be as
effective in drawing humans and machines into convergences of insight.

Our contention is that we have to focus on getting the balance right between
insight and tractable representation. There are implications for agency and em-
powerment in designing hybrid systems. Tractability informs agency and getting
the balance of agency right will drive the level of influence the human can have
on the combined decision. We know that our history is of systems designed to
put one or the other agent in a dominant position. But we postulate that there
is a much larger space between these extremes, where the level of influence or
authority on the combined decision is more calibrated according to the value
added.

We argue that translating the current interest in hybrid into real benefit
means we should anticipate moving beyond individual mechanisms of deference
[16], aggregating [6], balancing [20], and transparency [21] into designing for a
potentially much richer peer space where humans and machines begin to cre-
ate collaborative partnerships. For this to happen, there must be opportunities
for greater dialogue between them. This means much further development of
machines to allow their access to such representations.

3 ...hold hands and step forward

Our call to action is for the data-driven Machine Learning community to em-
brace consideration of tractable representations, to identify and design mutually
tractable representations that enable an interactive balance between relevant
insight and appropriate influence in hybrid systems. This means going beyond
developing capability in decision-making and machine insight and developing
appropriate, tractable representations of both contributions. And it places a re-
sponsibility on HCI researchers to unwrap and expose the significant factors in
the design space that are critical for success in hybrid decision-making in the
real world.
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